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The relative motion between two diverging tectonic plates is a rotation of the
sphere. Given measurements of points on the boundaries of the plates, the rotation
can be estimated by minimizing a function which is asymptotically (as the concen-
tration parameter of the data distribution goes to infinity) the sum of squared
residuals of a linear regression. The linear approximation permits construction of
an asymptotic confidence region for the rotation. To estimate the relative motion
between plates that converge, it is necessary to combine two or more rotations of
diverging plates, and previous methods required the assumption that separate data
sets for all of the rotation estimates have the same concentration parameter. This
assumption is frequently contradicted by data, indicating heteroscedasticity in the
linear regression model. One successful approach to the problem in the linear model
due to Welch, involves sample size asymptotics. A similar solution in the non-
linear model thus depends on two kinds of asymptotics. We examine two types
of general spherical regression models where the parameter estimate is obtained by
maximizing or minimizing a particular function. We establish conditions under which
the function converges to a residual sum of squares of linear regression as both
concentration parameter and sample size go to infinity. Applying the double-
convergence asymptotics to tectonic plate data yields asymptotic confidence regions
for combined rotation estimates. The confidence region constructions we propose
are appropriate for small to moderate sample sizes. Two kinds of confidence regions
are constructed, one of which uses all the data for the separate rotation estimates;
the other is a conservative approximation of the first, using only summary statistics
from the separate estimates. Simulation runs indicate that both of the new constructions
produce confidence regions much more consistent with nominal size, particularly
when sample sizes are very different and concentration parameters of the data sets
are very unequal.  1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
The outer layer of the earth is divided into tectonic plates which are
separated by three types of boundaries: spreading centers where plates
diverge, transform faults where plates slide past one another, and sub-
duction zones and folded mountain belts where plates converge. The
motion of one plate relative to the other can be described as a rotation
about an axis through the center of the earth. The mechanism of sea-floor
spreading produces measurable features on plate boundaries which permit
the rotation between diverging plates to be estimated. These features are
absent between converging plates, but the motion between converging
plates can usually be estimated by working through additional neighboring
plates which diverge.
For example, in the Indian Ocean region, as shown in Fig. 1, the Indian
and African plates diverge from the Carlsberg Ridge and the Australian
and African plates diverge from the Central Indian Ridge. The Australian
and Indian plates converge. The rotation which describes the motion of
the Australian plate relative to the Indian plate is the composition of the
rotation of the Australian plate to the African plate, followed by the
rotation of the African to the Indian plate. This motion may also be
Fig. 1. Tectonic plates and mid-ocean ridges in the Indian Ocean. Plates separated by
oceanic ridges diverge; the Indian and Australian plates converge. The relative motion
between converging plates is estimated by combining estimates of motion between diverging
plates. Adapted from Royer and Chang [14].
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estimated working through the Australian, Antarctic, African, and Indian
plates, combining three rotations.
Another example is the opening of the Gulf of California, which can
be measured from magnetic anomalies in the mouth of the Gulf, or by
combining relative motions about transform faults in the Atlantic, Indian,
and South Pacific Oceans.
Previously, the statistical theory for constructing confidence regions for
a combination of rotations has used the assumption that the distributions
of the measurement errors along all the boundaries involved have the same
dispersion. This assumption is frequently contradicted by data. Although
large-sample constructions are available, the economics of collecting data
from the bottom of oceans put limits on sample sizes. The goal of this
paper is construction of confidence regions appropriate for small-to-moderate
sample sizes for the composition of two or more rotations, independently
estimated, when the data distributions have unequal variances.
The solution depends on two kinds of asymptotics, one of which
approximates spherical regression with highly concentrated data as linear
regression, and the other which depends on sample size in a linear model.
Taken together, the asymptotics require double convergence in nonlinear
regression. We examine two general models for spherical regression in
which the parameter estimates are obtained by either minimizing or maxi-
mizing a random function. We give conditions under which the function
converges, as the concentration parameter and sample size go to infinity, to
the sum of squared residuals of a linear regression.
Section 2 reviews work of Hellinger [7, 8] and Chang [5] on tectonic
plate rotation estimation. It shows that the problem of combining rotation
estimates can be approximated as a problem of heteroscedasticity in linear
regression. Section 3 introduces a general setting for spherical regression
and the double convergence problem. Bounds are established on the non-
linearity in the model that are expressed in terms of both concentration
parameter and sample size. This clears the way for application of linear
regression theory.
Section 4 is a discussion of the WelchJames method for approximating
the distribution of the sum of squared residuals in weighted linear regression,
as refined by Soren Johansen [11].
The application of the theory to construct asymptotic confidence regions
for combined rotations estimates appears in Section 5. The method, which
extends to combining any number of independently estimated rotations, is
based on estimates of moments derived using WelchJamesJohansen
methods. It requires that we construct a design matrix of a linear regression
using all the data available for estimating the rotations, construct a
projection matrix, and use various traces of products of submatrices to
approximate the first two moments for fitting a multiple of an F-distribution.
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It may be that only summary statistics are available for the separate
rotations but the full data sets used to calculate those statistics are not. In
a series of lemmas we produce an upper bound on the new confidence
region critical value that depends only on the summary statistics of the
rotation estimates. The upper bound determines a conservative approximation
of the confidence region. These results are presented in Section 5.2.
Section 6 presents the results of a simulation study. It indicates that as
the difference between variances increases, the size of the new region stays
very close to the nominal size while the size of the one-variance region errs.
The new confidence region has the greatest advantage and remains
accurate when the degrees of freedom of the estimates are very different and
the error variances are very different.
2. ESTIMATING TECTONIC PLATE ROTATIONS
In this section we set the stage with a review of Chang [5]. A brief
discussion of the type of the data collected can be found in Chang [6].
The data used by geophysicists to estimate the motion of diverging plates
consists of measurements of points on a pair of congruent isochrons, one
on either side of the spreading center. The motion between two plates can
be described as a rotation of the earth’s sphere which carries one isochron
into coincidence with its twin, held fixed. Taking the radius of the earth as
the unit of measurement, a rotation is the multiplication of unit vectors by
a member of SO(3)=[A3_3: At=A&1 and det(A)=1]. The approach
used in Hellinger [7, 8] to estimate rotation A0 is to model each isochron
as composed of great circle segments. If the normals to the great circle
segments on one boundary are denoted ’1 , ’2 , ..., ’s , then the normals to
the corresponding segments on the opposite boundary are A0’1 , A0’2 , ...,
A0’s . Following the notation and development in Chang [5], the data
consist of measurements uij of unknown points :ij ( j=1, 2, ..., mi) on the
ith segment on one side, and measurements vik of unknown :~ ik (k=1, 2, ..., ni)
on the opposite side. Notice that ni is not necessarily the same as mi so
there is no assumption that points measured on one side rotate to
measured points on the other side. Rather, since ’i is normal to the i th
great circle segment, :tij’i=0 and :~
t
ikA0’ i=0 (Fig. 2).
Write uij=(u tij :ij) : ij+xij and v ik=(v
t
ik:~ ik) :~ ik+yik . Here, xij and yik are
tangent to the sphere at :ij and :~ ik , respectively, and indicate the deviation
of uij from : ij or of vik from :~ ik . Assume that the points uij have Fisher
distributions c(}}ij)&1 exp(}}ij : tijuij) and the points vik have Fisher
distributions c(}}~ ik)&1 exp(}}~ ik:~ tikvik). (This is a more restrictive family of
distributions than used in Chang [5]. This restriction is necessary for the
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Fig. 2. An isochron pair on boundaries of diverging tectonic plates. Data are measure-
ments uij of : ij and v ik of :~ ik . Dashed lines represent ship track crossings.
asymptotics below.) With these distribution assumptions, as }  , }12x ij
and }12yik converge in probability to independent bivariate normal
distributions with mean 0 and covariance matrices }&1ij (I&: ij:
t
ij) and
}~ &1ik (I&:~ ik:~
t
ik), respectively.
We shall call the constant } the relative concentration parameter of the
data distribution. Typically, tectonic data has }}ij or }}~ ik on the order of
106, corresponding to a root mean square error of the data of
approximately 10 km. Asymptotic as }   is essentially a ‘‘local flat
earth’’ assumption. The pointwise local flat earth assumption on this scale
is quite reasonable. In practice, the values of }ij and }~ ik are determined by
geophysicists and are assumed known (up to the common ratio }).
Hellinger’s estimates A and ’^ are chosen to minimize
r(A, ’)=:
i, j
}ij (u tij’ i)
2+:
i, k
}~ ik(v tikA’ i)
2,
where ’ represents all s of the normals ’1 , ..., ’s . Taking 7 i=j }iju iju tij
and 7 i=k }~ ik vikv tik , r(A, ’)=i ’
t
i(7 i+A
t7 iA) ’ i . For any given A, r is
minimized when ’^i (A) is the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest
eigenvalue of 7 i+At7 iA. Numerical methods yield (A , ’^). Chang [5]
shows that (A , ’^) is a consistent estimator as }   and that r(A , ’^) is
asymptotically the error sum of squares of a weighted linear regression.
For A close to A0 , A can be expressed as A =A0(I+B+(12!) B2+
} } } )=A0 exp B, where B is a 3 by 3 skew-symmetric matrix.
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For the vector t=[t1 , t2 , t3] t, define
0 &t3 t2
M(t)=_ t3 0 &t1&&t2 t1 0
and write B=M(t).
For i=1, 2, ..., s, there are orthogonal decompositions ’^i=(’^ti ’i) ’i+!i .
Up to terms which are o(}&1), r(A, ’) is equal to the error sum of squares
of the regression
&}~ 12ik y
t
ikA0 ’i=(}~
12
ik :~
t
ik A0M(’i)
t) t+(}~ 12ik :~
t
ik A0) ! i+=~ ik
&}12ij x
t
ij’i=}
12
ij :
t
ij! i+=ij , i=1, 2, ..., s, (2.1)
j=1, ..., mi , k=1, ..., ni
where !i is constrained to lie in the orthogonal complement of ’i . Using
this, Chang calculates the asymptotic (as }  ) normal distribution of t.
Confidence regions for A0 can be constructed using the estimate A and this
asymptotic distribution.
Analogously to linear regression, } is estimated by }^=(N&2s&3)
r(A , ’^).
Now suppose that rotation C describes the relative motion of converging
plates and that C is the composition of two rotations of diverging plates
whose relative motions we can estimate, say C=BA. Let C =B A . Set C =
C exp M(tC), A =A exp M(tA), and B =B exp M(tB) so that exp M(tC)=
exp M(AttB) exp M(tA). Thus, tC=AttB+tA+o(}&12).
Then assuming that the errors in the data along the two rifts used for
estimating A and B are independent, the covariance matrices of tC , tA , and
tB satisfy Var(tC)=At Var(tB) A+Var(tA)+o(}&1). Theorem 3b of Chang
[5] can be used to estimate the asymptotic covariance matrix for C,
provided that the relative concentration parameter } is the same for both
data sets.
If the relative concentration parameters along the two rifts are not
the same, the situation is analogous to the notorious BehrensFisher
problem of inference about +1&+2 , the difference of means of two normal
random variables that have unequal, unknown variances. Just as in the
BehrensFisher problem, our goal is to improve on the crude estimate
V ar(tC )#A t V ar(tB) A +V ar(tA) when the relative concentration
parameters }A and }B are different. Because the model for our problem is
asymptotically linear as }  , we seek to extend a solution from the
linear setting, but there the asymptotics are as the sample size N  .
Therefore, we need to re-examine the approximation of Eqs. (2.1) as N and
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} both  . In the next section, we describe a more general setting for
spherical regression and determine conditions under which the spherical
model is doubly convergent to a linear model.
3. DOUBLE CONVERGENCE IN SPHERICAL REGRESSION
Consider the spherical model in which yi ’s are random unit vectors in R p
having Fisher distributions F(+i , }}i), }i known, 1iN, %0 is an
unknown parameter in the space 3, and fi=3  R p, p3, satisfies
(1) & fi (%)&=1 for all % and
(2) + ti fi (%)=0 for all i if and only if %=%0 .
The estimate % is the value of % which minimizes
r(%)= :
N
i=1
}i (yti fi (%))
2.
(Another model of possible interest has fi (%) a unit vector and fi (%0)=+i .
Theorems and proofs for this model are given at the end of the section.)
We have two goals: to show that % is asymptotically normal, and to
show that r(% ) is asymptotically a linear regression sum of squares.
More precisely, our parameter space 3 is usually a Cartesian product of
spheres and special orthogonal groups and we assume that 3 is a compact
connected submanifold, without boundary, of dimension q of a large
dimensional Euclidean space. (That 3 can be embedded in Euclidean space
is a vacuous condition.) Let X be the tangent space to 3 at %0; X will be
a q-dimensional vector space. Let C be a differentiable mapping of X into
3 such that C(0)=%0 and such that for all X in X and real t, (ddt)
C(tX)| t=0=X. Such a C always exists. Let X # X such that C(X )=% . We
will show that the random vector X has an asymptotic multivariate normal
distribution supported on X.
3.1 Assume:
(1) For i=1 to N, }i are bounded above and bounded below away
from 0.
(2) For each i, fi (%) is continuous in %.
(3) For each i, fi is three times continuously differentiable.
(4) The partial derivatives ( fi b C)%j and 2( fi b C)%i %j are
uniformly bounded, 1i, jq.
(5) The matrix limits limN  (1N)  }i+i+ ti and 2=limN   (1N )
 }i Dfi (%0)t +i+ ti Dfi (%0) exist and the latter is nonsingular on X_X.
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(6) Let 8(%)=limN  (1N) Ni=1 }i f
t
i(%) +i +
t
i fi (%). This limit
exists for all % and convergence is uniform in %.
Theorem 3.2. The estimator % is consistent as N and }  .
Proof. Using the method described in Amemiya [2], we show that as
N and }  , (1N ) Ni=1 }i (y
t
i fi (%))
2 converges in probability uniformly
in % to a function that is uniquely minimized at %0 .
Write yi=(1&&xi &2)12 +i+xi , where x i is orthogonal to + i . Then
1
N
:
N
i=1
}i (y ti fi (%))
2=
1
N
: }i (+ti fi (%))
2&
1
N
: }i &xi&2 (+ ti fi (%))2
+
2
N
: }i (1&&xi&2)12 + ti fi (%) x
t
i fi (%)
+
1
N
: }i (x ti fi (%))
2.
Let &= p2&1. The density of yi is (}}i)& exp(}}i y ti +i)I&(}}i)(2?)
&+1,
where I& is the modified Bessel function of order &. It can be shown (see
Chang [4]) that
E(&xi&2)=
2&
}}i _
I&+1(}}i)
I&(}}i)
&
1
}}i& .
Lemma C.1 in Appendix C shows that I&+1(}}i)I&(}}i)}}i2(&+1). It
follows that E(&xi &2)&(&+1)=1&2p. Since &x i&<1, E(&x i&4)<
E(&xi&2) so Var(&x i&2)1&2p for each i. Then by Chebyshev’s Law of
Large Numbers,
1
N
:
i
}i &xi&2 (+ ti fi (%))2&
1
N
:
i
}i (+ ti fi (%))
2 2&
}}i _
I&+1(}}i)
I&(}}i)
&
1
}}i& w
p 0
as N  .
Similarly,
E[(xti fi (%))
2]=E[ fi (%)t xi x ti fi (%)]
=
2&
}}i ( p&1) _
I&+1(}}i)
I&(}}i)
&
1
}}i& fi (%)t[I&+i+ ti] fi (%)
<
p&2
p( p&1)
,
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so that
1
N
: }i (x ti fi (%))
2&
1
N
: }i (1&(+ ti fi (%))
2)
_
2&
}}i ( p&1) _
I&+1(}}i)
I&(}}i)
&
1
}}i& w
p 0
as N  . And finally, because E[xti fi (%)]=0,
2
N
: }i (1&&xi&2)12 + ti fi (%) x ti fi (%) w
p 0 as N  .
Selecting terms from the convergent sequences above, let
dN=
1
N
: }i \I&+1(}}i)I&(}}i) &
1
}}i+
2&
}}i _(+ ti fi (%))2&
1
p&1
(1&(+ ti fi (%))
2)&
=
1
N
: }i \I&+1(}}i)I&(}}i) &
1
}}i+
2&
}}i ( p&1)
[ p(+ti fi (%))
2&1].
Observe that dN is nonstochastic. Asymptotic expansions of the modified
Bessel function for large argument (Abramowitz and Stegun [1, Eq. 9.7.1])
show that for large },
I&+1(}}i)
I&(}}i)
=1&
&+12
}}i
+O(}&2),
which implies that dN is O(}&1) uniformly for all N.
For fixed }, as N  , (1N ) Ni=1 }i (y
t
i fi (%))
2+dN w
p 8(%) uniformly
in %, where 8(%)=limN  (1N ) Ni=1 }i f
t
i(%) +i +
t
i fi (%). As N and }  ,
(1N ) Ni=1 }i (y
t
i fi (%))
2 wp 8(%). Further, (1N )  }i (+ti fi (%))
2 is non-
negative and equals 0 only when %=%0 . Then % converges in probability to
%0 as N and }  . K
In the following, we work with tangential component vectors to show
that X is asymptotically normal.
Theorem 3.3. Let X be the tangent space to 3 at %0 and let C be a
differentiable mapping of X to 3 such that C(0)=%0 and such that for all
X in X and real t, (ddt) C(tX)| t=0=X. Let X # X such that C(X )=% , and
let 2=limN  (1N )  }i Dfi (%0)t +i + ti Dfi (%0). Then (N})
12 X converges in
distribution to a normal random vector with mean 0 and density proportional
to exp(&(N}2) X t 2X ) as N, }  .
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Proof. Denote the i th component of (r b C)$ by (r b C ) i$ . For X in X
near 0, the first-order Taylor polynomial for (r b C ) i$ is
(r b C ) i$ (X)=(r b C ) i$ (0)+(r b C ) i" (0) X+Ri (X),
where Ri (X)=(12) Xt D2(r b C ) i$ (zi X) X for some zi between 0 and 1. Let
R(X) denote the vector that has the i th component equal to Ri (X),
1iN. Since C(X )=% , (r b C )$ (X )=0, so that
0=(r b C )$ (0)+(r b C)" (0) X +R(X ).
Equivalently,
0=(}N )12 (r b C)$(0)+(1N)(r b C)" (0)(N})12 X +(}N )12 R(X ). (3.4)
By a generalization of Slutsky’s theorem (see Serfling [16, p. 19]) our
theorem is now a result of three lemmas proven below, which show that
(i) as N and } go to infinity, (}N )12 (r b C )$ (0) converges in
distribution to a normal random vector with mean 0 and covariance 42,
where
2= lim
N  
1
N
: }i Dfi (%0)t +i + ti Dfi (%0),
(ii) as N and } go to infinity, (1N )(r b C )" (0) converges in prob-
ability to the nonsingular constant matrix 22, and
(iii) for large N and }, (}N )12 X is negligible, relative to (1N )
(r b C )" (0)(N})12 X . K
Lemma 3.5. As N and }  , (}N )12 (r b C)$ (0) in Eq. (3.4) converges
in distribution to a normal random vector with mean 0 and covariance 42.
Proof. For X in X, (r b C )(tX) = Ni=1 }i[y
t
i fi (C(tX))]
2. Then,
(ddt)(r b C )(tX)= 2}i y ti fi (C(tX)) y
t
i Dfi (C(tX))(ddt) C(tX) and (ddt)
(r b C )(tX)| t=0 =  2}i y ti fi (%0) y
t
i Dfi (%0) X. Thus, (ddt)(r b C )(tX)| t=0 =
 2}i ((1 & &x i &2)12 + i + x i)t fi (%0)((1 & &x i &2)12 + i + x i)t Dfi (%0) X =
 2}i x ti fi (%0) +
t
i Dfi (%0) X+ }i Op(&xi &
2). Here xi is tangent to +i and
by the distribution assumption, xi is Op(}&12).
Let [}N] be a positive sequence with }   as N   and let }N be the
concentration parameter of the data distribution of a sample of size N.
Scaling by (}NN)12,
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(}NN )12
d
dt
(r b C )(tX)| t=0
=N&12 : [2}i (}N)12 x ti fi (%0) +
t
i Dfi (%0) X+}i (}N)
12 Op(&xi &2)].
As N  , N&12 Ni=1 }i }
12
N Op(&xi &
2)  0. It follows from +ti fi (%0)=0
that xti fi (%0)=(yi&+ i)
t fi (%0)+Op(&xi &2). Applying Slutsky’s theorem, it
is now sufficient to show that N&12  2}i }12N +
t
i Dfi (%0) X(y i&+ i)
t fi (%0)
is asymptotically normal as N  . In the following, we use an asymptotic
expansion of characteristic functions given in Kent [12].
To condense notation, let .j=2}12j +
t
j Dfj (%0) X. The characteristic func-
tion (c.f.) of (yj&+j)
t fj (%0) is j (t)=E[exp(ifj (%0)t yj t)]=9j (tfj (%0)),
where 9j (t) is the characteristic function of yj&+ j . Then the c.f. of
N&12.j (}N}j)12 (yj&+j)t fj (%0) is
9j*(tfj (%0))=
exp z12j &exp(&z
12
j )
z12j
}N }j
exp(}N}j)&exp(&}N}j)
,
where zj=}2N}
2
j &(1N ) }N}j.
2
j t
2.
Express z12j in a Taylor series expansion:
9j*(tfj (%0))
=
exp[}N}j& 12N
&1}12j .
2
j t
2+}N}j O(}&2N N
&2)]&exp(&z12j )
[1&.2j (2N}N}j)
&1 t2+O(}&2N N
&2)][exp(}N}j)&exp(&}N}j)]
.
By independence of the yj ’s, the c.f. of N&12  .j (}N}j)12 (yj&+j)t
fj (%0) is >j 9 j*(tfj (%0))=exp[&(12N ) j .2j t
2+j O(}&1N N
&2)]. Then
lim
N  
‘
j
9j*(tfj (%0))
=exp _ limN  &
1
2N
Xt :
j
4}j Dfj (%0)t +j +tj Dfj (%0) Xt
2&
=exp \12 Xt4 2Xt2+
where 2=limN  (1N ) j }j Dfj (%0)t +j+ tj Dfj (%0).
Thus, the limiting c.f. of (1N )12  }i }12N +
t
i Dfi (%0) X(y i&+i)
t fi (%0) is
the c.f. of a normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance 42 for any
vector X in X. K
Lemma 3.6. As N and }  , (1N )(r b C )" (0) converges in prob-
ability to the nonsingular constant matrix 22, where 2=limN   (1N )
 }i Dfi (%0)t +i + ti Dfi (%0).
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Proof. For any X in X,
d 2
dt2
(r b C )(tX) } t=0
=2 : }i (y ti Dfi (%0) X)
2+2 : }i y ti fi (%0) y
t
i
d 2
dt2 } t=0 Dfi (C(tX)) X.
Using y i=(1&&x i &2)12 + i+x i , this becomes
d 2
dt2
(r b C )(tX)| t=0=2 : }i (+ ti Dfi (%0) X)
2+2  }i Op(&x i &).
Then
lim
N  
1
N
d 2
dt2
(r b C )(tX)| t=0 =2Xt _ limN  
1
N
: }i Dfi (%0)t + i + ti Dfi (%0)& X
=2Xt 2X.
The matrix limit 2 exists and is nonsingular on X_X by hypothesis.
Since (1N )(d 2dt2)(r b C )(tX)| t=0=(1N ) Xt(r b C )" (0)X, the lemma
follows. K
Lemma 3.7. The ratio of the norm of the remainder term (}N )12 R(X )
to the norm of (1N )(r b C )" (0)(N})12 X in Eq. (3.4) is Op(&X &) as N and
}  .
Proof. The i th component of R(X ) is (12) X t D2(r b C ) i$ (zi X ) X for
some zi between 0 and 1. Because the parameter space 3 is connected,
there is a compact subset Y of X such that C maps Y onto 3. Since
D2(r b C ) i$ is continuous, &D2(r b C ) i$ (zi X )& is uniformly bounded, and the
lemma follows. K
Using the reasoning in the proof of Lemma 4 of Chang [5] provides
the covariance of X and the following corollary.
Corollary 3.8. The asymptotic density of 12(N})12 X is proportional
to exp(&(N}2) X t 2X ).
We arrive at our goal.
Theorem 3.9. Let x i=y i&(y ti + i) +i and let SSE= }i[+
t
i Dfi (%0)
(% &%0)+x
t
i fi (%0)]
2. If N and } tend to infinity so that N}  0, then
}r(% )=}SSE+op(1) and }r(% ) converges in distribution to /2 with n& p
degrees of freedom.
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(Notice that SSE is the error sum of squares of a linear regression
where x ti fi (%0) is the dependent variable, % &%0 is the unknown
parameter and each + ti Dfi (%0) is a row of the design matrix.)
Proof. Into the equation r(% )=Ni=1 }i (y
t
i f i (% ) )
2, substitute y i=
(1& pi) + i+x i , where pi is Op(}&1) and x i is Op(}&12) and substitute the
Taylor series expansion fi (% )= fi (%0)+Dfi (%0)(% &%0)+Ri (% ). Then
r(% )=: }i[+ ti Dfi (%0)(% &%0)+x
t
i fi (%0)++
t
i Ri (% )& pi +
t
i Dfi (%0)(% &%0)
& pi + ti Ri (% )+x
t
i Dfi (%0)(% &%0)+x
t
i Ri (% )]
2.
By Theorem 3.3, % &%0 is Op(N&12}&12) and Ri (% ) is Op(N &1}&1).
Rearranging and combining terms gives r(% )=SSE+N terms, each of
which is Op(N &12}&32). K
Application to Tectonic Plate Data
Regularity conditions on the tectonic plate data are necessary in order
to apply this theorem. They are listed in Appendix A.
Corollary 3.10. Let N=i (ni+mi). Under the regularity assump-
tions given in Appendix A,
(a) (A , ’^) is consistent as N and }  .
(b) Let A =A0 exp B and ’^ i=(’^ti ’ i) ’ i+! i . Then B and ! i are
Op((N})&12) as N and }  .
(c) Let SSE=i, j }ij (: tij ! i+x
t
ij ’i)
2+i, k }~ ik(:~ tik A0 ! i+y
t
ik A0 ’ i+
:~ tik A0B’ i)
2. If N and } tend to infinity so that N}  0, then }r(A , ’^)=
}SSE+op(1), and }r(A , ’^) converges in distribution to /2 with N&2s&3
degrees of freedom.
Proof. The true rotation and normals (A0 , ’0) lie in the parameter
space SO(3)_S2_S 2_ } } } _S2. It is sufficient to check that the hypotheses
of (3.1) are satisfied.
Hypothesis 1. is regularity assumption (ii).
Hypotheses 24. The estimate (A , ’^) minimizes
r(A, ’)=:
i, j
}ij (u tij’ i)
2+:
i, k
}~ ik(v tikA’ i)
2
so that (conforming to the necessity of double subscripts) the functions
fi (%) are defined by fij (A, ’)=’ i and fik(A, ’)=A’i .
Hypothesis 5. The matrix limit limN   (1N )  }i +i + ti is expressed
in our application as limn   (1N )(i, j }ij:ij: tij+i, k }~ ik :~ ik :~
t
ik) and its
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existence is guaranteed by the regularity assumptions. The nonsingularity
of the matrix limN  (1N )  }i Dfi (%0)t +i + ti Dfi (%0) follows from the
assumptions that limN  (1mi) j }ij: ij: tij and limN  (1ni) k }~ ik:~ ik :~
t
ik
have rank 2 and there are at least two linearly independent normal vectors.
Hypothesis 6. The sum (1N ) Ni=1 }i f
t
i(%) +i+
t
i fi (%) is expressed in
our application as
lim
N  
1
N
:
s
i=1
:
mi
j=1
}ij’ ti : ij:
t
ij’ i+ lim
N  
1
N
:
s
i=1
:
ni
k=1
}~ ik’ti A
t:~ ik:~
t
ikA’i
= lim
N  
:
s
i=1
mi
N
1
mi
’ ti \ :
mi
j=1
}ij :ij: tij + ’i
+ lim
N  
:
s
i=1
ni
N
1
ni
’ ti A
t \ :
ni
k=1
}~ ik:~ ik:~ tik+ A’ i
= :
s
i=1
hi’ti 7i’i+ :
s
i=1
gi’ ti A
t7 iA’i ,
where hi and gi are real constants and 7i and 7 i are matrix constants. K
Another Spherical Regression Model
Now consider the spherical model in which yi ’s are random unit vectors
in R p having Fisher distributions F(+ i , }}i), }i known, 1iN, %0 is an
unknown parameter in the space 3 and fi : 3  R p satisfies
(1) & fi (%)&=1 for all % and
(2) fi (%)=+i for all i if and only if %=%0 .
The estimator % maximizes
r(%)= :
N
i=1
}i y ti fi (%).
Assume as for the first model that the parameter space 3 is a compact
connected q-dimensional submanifold, without boundary, of a large dimen-
sional Euclidean space. Let X be the tangent space to 3 at %0 and let C be
a differentiable mapping of X to 3 such that C(0)=%0 and such that for
all X in X and real t, (ddt) C(tX )| t=0=X. Let X # X such that C(X )=% .
Assume that Hypotheses 14 of (3.1) hold as for the previous model but
replace the fifth and sixth with the following:
5. The matrix limit 2=limN   (1N )  }i Dfi (%0)t Dfi (%0) exists
and is nonsingular on X_X.
6. Let 8(%)=limN   (1N ) Ni=1 }i+
t
i fi (%). This limit exists for all
% and convergence is uniform in %.
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Theorem 3.11. The estimator % is consistent as N and }  .
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of consistency for the
estimator in the first model. We show that as N and }  , (1N )
Ni=1 }i y
t
i fi (%) converges in probability to a function that is uniquely max-
imized at %0 . Write yi=y
t
i + i+i+x i , where xi is orthogonal to +i . Then
1
N
:
N
i=1
}i y ti fi (%)=
1
N
: }i y ti +i+
t
i fi (%)+
1
N
: }i xti fi (%).
It can be shown, as in Chang [4], that E[y ti +i]=I&+1(}}i)I&(}}i). Since
&y ti +i &<1, Var(y
t
i +i)<1, and by Chebyshev’s Law of Large Numbers,
(1N )  }i yti +i+
t
i fi (%)&(1N )  }i (I&+1(}}i)I&(}}i)) +
t
i fi (%) w
p 0. Further,
since E[xti fi (%)]=0, (1N )  }ix
t
i fi (%) w
p 0. Thus, for fixed }, as N  ,
1
N
:
N
i=1
}i y ti fi (%)+dN w
p 8(%),
where 0dN=(1N )  }i (1&I&+1(}}i)I&(}}i)) + ti fi (%) and 8(%)=
limN   (1N ) Ni=1 }i +
t
i fi (%). Since for large } the ratio of modified Bessel
functions in this expression is 1&(&+12)(}}i)+O(}&2), dN is O(}&1)
uniformly for all N. Thus, as N and }  , (1N ) Ni=1 }iy
t
i fi (%) w
p 8(%)
uniformly in %.
Since + ti fi (%)1, 8(%) is uniquely maximized at %0 . Then % converges to
%0 in probability as N and }  . K
Although it refers to the second spherical regression model, the state-
ment of the next theorem is nearly identical to Theorem 3.3, and the proof
differs only in details, not in the general outline.
Theorem 3.12. Let X be the tangent space to 3 at %0 and let C be a
differentiable mapping of X to 3 such that C(0)=%0 and such that for all
X in X and real t, (ddt) C(tX )| t=0=X. Let X # X such that C(X )=% . Then
(N})12 X converges in distribution to a normal random vector with mean 0
and density proportional to exp(&(N}2) X 2X ) as N, }  , where 2=
limN   (1N )  }i Dfi (%0)t Dfi (%0).
Proof. Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.3, this theorem is a result
of three lemmas, restated below and proven for the new setting. We have
0=(}N )12 (r b C)$ (0)+(1N)(r b C)" (0)(N})12 X +(}N )12 R(X ), (3.13)
where the i th component of R(X) is the remainder term Ri (X) in the
Taylor polynomial (r b C)$i (X)=(r b C )$i (0)+(r b C )"i (0) X+Ri (X).
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Lemma 3.14. As N and }  , (}N )12(r b C)$ (0) in Eq. (3.13) converges
in distribution to a normal random vector with mean 0 and covariance 2.
Proof. For X in X, (r b C )(tX)= }i y ti fi (C(tX)). Then (ddt)(r b C )
(tX)= }i y ti Dfi (C(tX))(ddt) C(tX) and (ddt)(r b C )(tX)| t=0= }i y
t
i
Dfi (%0) X. Let [}N] be a positive sequence with }N   as N   and
let }N be the concentration parameter of the data distribution of a
sample of size N. Scaling by (}NN )12, (}NN)12 (ddt)(r b C )(tX)| t=0=
N&12  }i}12N y
t
i Dfi (%0) X. Note that since fi (%0)=+i , +
t
i Dfi (%0)=0.
We shall show that (}NN )12 (ddt)(r b C )(tX)| t=0 is asymptotically nor-
mal as N and }   by showing that N&12  }i}12N (yi&+ i)
t Dfi (%0) is
asymptotically multivariate normal.
We employ characteristic functions. If the characteristic function (c.f.) of
yj&+j is 9j (t), then the c.f. of Dfj (%0) t (yj&+j) is 9j (Dfj (%0) t), and the c.f.
of N &12}j}12N Dfj (%0)
t (yj&+j) is
9j*(Dfj (%0) t)=
exp z12j &exp(&z
12
j )
z12j
}N}j
exp(}N}j)&exp(&}N}j)
,
where zj=}2N}
2
j &(1N ) }N}
2
j &Dfj (%0) t&
2. In a Taylor series expansion,
z12j =}N }j (1&
1
2N
&1}&1N &Dfj (%0) t&
2+O(N&2}&2N )), so
9j*(Dfj (%0) t)
=
exp(}N}j&(12N ) }j&Dfj (%0) t&2+}N}jO(N &2}&2N ))&exp(&z
12
j )
[1& 12N
&1}&1N &Dfj (%0) t&
2+O(N &2}&2N )][exp(}N}j)&exp(&}N}j)]
.
Now by the independence of yj ’s, the c.f. of N&12  }j}12N (yj&+j)
t Dfj (%0)
is > 9j*(Dfj (%0) t)=exp(&(12N)  }j &Dfj (%0) t&2+ O(N&2}&1N )) and
limN   > 9j*(Dfj (%0) t)=exp(& 12 t
t 2t), where 2=limN   (1N )
 }j Dfj (%0)t Dfj (%0). Thus, as N and }  , the limiting c.f. of
N&12  }i}12N (yi&+i)
t Dfi (%0) is the c.f. of a multivariate normal random
variable with mean 0 and covariance 2. K
Lemma 3.15. As N and }  , (1N )(r b C )" (0) converges in probability
to the nonsingular constant matrix 2.
Proof. For any vector X in X and real t, r b C(tX)= }i yti fi (C(tX)).
Then (ddt) r b C(tX)= }i y ti Dfi (C(tX))(ddt) C(tX) and (d
2dt2) r b
C(tX)= }i y ti(d
2dt2)(DfiC(tX))(ddt) C(tX)+ }i y ti Dfi (C(tX))(d
2dt2)
C(tX). Multiplying by 1N and evaluating at t=0: (1N )(d 2dt2) r b
C(tX)| t=0=(1N )  }i y ti(ddt)(DfiC(tX))| t=0 X+ }i y
t
i Dfi (%0))(d
2dt2)
C(tX)| t=0.
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Writing yi=(1&&x i&2)12 +i+xi , x i is Op(}&12) and since + ti Dfi (%0)
=0, y ti Dfi (%0) is Op(}
&12), and y ti(ddt) Dfi (C(tX))| t=0=+
t
i(ddt) Dfi
(C(tX))| t=0+Op(}&12). Therefore (1N )  }i y ti(ddt) Dfi (C(tX))| t=0=
(1N )  }i+ ti(ddt) Dfi (C(tX))| t=0 X+(1N )  Op(}
&12). Application of
the chain rule shows that (1N )  }i+ ti(ddt) Dfi (C(tX))| t=0 X=&X
tNX,
where N is a p by p matrix having r, s-entry equal to &(1N ) Ni=1 }i+
t
i
(2%r %s) fi (%0). Now, since fi (%0)=+i , and for all %, fi (%)t fi (%)=1,
fi (%)t (%r) fi (%)=0, which implies
\fi (%)%r +
t fi (%)
%s
+ fi (%)t
2fi (%)
%r %s
=0.
Thus N=&(1N )  }j Dfj (%0)t Dfj (%0) and limN   N=2 exists and is
nonsingular on X_X by hypothesis. Thus for any X in X, as N and },
(1N )(d 2dt2) r b C(tX)| t=0 w
p Xt 2X. It follows that (1N )(r b C)" (0) wp 2.
K
Lemma 3.16. The ratio of the norm of the remainder term (}N )12 R(X )
to the norm of (1N )(r b C )" (0)(N})12 X in Eq. (3.13) is Op(&X &) as N and
}  .
Proof. The proof is the same as for Lemma 3.7. K
Corollary 3.17. The asymptotic density of (N})12 X is proportional to
exp(&(N}2) X 2X ).
With Theorem 3.12 now established, we can approximate the spherical
regression model with a linear regression model when N and } are large,
as stated in the next theorem. An alternative definition of % is convenient:
% maximizes  }i yti fi (%)=2  }i&
1
2 }i &yi& fi (%)&
2 if and only if %
minimizes r(%)= }i &yi& fi (%)&2.
Theorem 3.18. Let r(%)= }i &yi& fi (%)&2 and suppose % minimizes
r(%). Let xi=yi&(y ti + i) + i and let SSE= }i &x i&Dfi (%0)(% &%0)&
2. If N
and }   so that N}  0, then }r(% )=}SSE+op(1) and }r(% ) converges
in distribution to /2 with n& p degrees of freedom.
Proof. Using a Taylor series expansion for fi (% ) about %0 ,
&yi& fi (% )&2=&(y ti +i) + i+xi& fi (%0)&Dfi (%0)(% &%0)&Ri (% )&
2
=&xi&Dfi (%0)(% &%0)&2+&(yti + i) +i& fi (%0)&Ri (% )&
2
+2(xi&Dfi (%0)(% &%0))t ((y ti +) +i& fi (%0)&Ri (% ))
=&xi&Dfi (%0)(% &%0)&2+&(yti +) + i& fi (%0)&Ri (% )&
2
+2(Dfi (%0)(% &%0))t Ri (% ).
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Now % &%0 is Op(N&12}&12), Ri (% ) is Op(N&1}&1), and (y ti + i) +i& fi (%0)
is Op(}&1). Therefore,  }i &yi& fi (% )&2=SSE+N terms, each of which is
Op(}&2). K
The double convergence developed in this section makes it possible to
use, in spherical regression, asymptotic estimates for linear regression
models that will be described in the next section.
4. WEIGHTED LINEAR REGRESSION
The problem of linear regression with unequal error variances has
received a good deal of attention in statistics literature. Even in the
simplest case, that of comparing two means of normal populations, there
has been controversy over the appropriate solution. It is well known that
ignoring the inequality of variances and assuming equality can result in
highly inaccurate tests and wrong-sized confidence regions (see, for example,
Wallace [17]). The problem is more severe when sample sizes are unequal.
A common, although not universally accepted, approach is to perform
weighted regression using reciprocal estimated standard deviations as
weights. As degrees of freedom tend to infinity, the weighted residual sum
of squares Qw of the weighted linear regression has asymptotically a /2
distribution. Improved approximations to the distribution of Qw have
been obtained. For the case of comparison of means, Welch [19, 20]
approximated moments of Qw and chose a suitable F-distribution to
approximate the distribution of Qw . In [9, 10] James improved the
approximation and extended the results to the general linear model. Johansen
[11] simplified the results for the general linear model using a technique
he credits to Welch.
Johansen’s results are stated in terms of hypothesis testing. The summary
given here is adapted to the case we will need for combining two rotation
estimates, where there are two unequal variance components; the
generalization to more than two variance components is straightforward.
Let Y have an n-dimensional normal distribution with mean + in L0 , where
L0 is a subspace of dimension mn. We want to test the hypothesis
that + # L1 , where L1 /L0 is a subspace of dimension p<m. Assume that
the covariance matrix D of Y is diagonal, D=_21 Q1+_
2
2Q2 , where
Q1=block diag(I1 , 0) and Q2=block diag(0, I2) with I1 and I2 identity
matrices.
Assume s2j are independent estimates of _
2
j with fj s
2
j _
2
j distributed as /
2
on fj degrees of freedom, j=1, 2. Let S=s21Q1+s
2
2Q2 . The weighted least
squares estimates Y i of + are found by minimizing (Y&+)t S &1(Y&+) for
+ # Li and correspond to the image of Y under the projection Pi (S) onto
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Li with respect to S&1. If Xi is a matrix whose columns form a basis
for Li , then Pi (S)=Xi[X ti S
&1
i Xi]
&1 X ti S
&1.
Let SSE(Li)=(Y&Y i)t S &1(Y&Y i)=(Y&Pi (S) Y)t S&1(Y&Pi (S) Y).
As a test statistic for the hypothesis + # L1 , we use the residual sum of
squares Qw=YtS&1[P0(S)&P1(S)] Y. Johansen estimates the mean and
variance of Qw up to terms of order 1 fj and approximates the distribution
of Qw by choosing a multiple dF(&1 , &2) of an F-distribution with the same
mean and variance. Let Pi denote the projections using inverses of the true
variance components as weights. Johansen shows Qw can be approximated
up to terms of order 1fj by a quadratic form Q* whose moments, to the
order of the approximation, are
E(Q*)=m& p+2a+2b (4.1)
Var(Q*)=2(m& p)+14a+2b+2c, (4.2)
where
a= :
j=1, 2
[tr[Qj (P0&P1) Qj (I&P1)]] fj
b= :
j=1, 2
[tr[Qj (P0&P1) Qj (I&P0)]] fj (4.3)
c= :
j=1, 2
([tr[Qj (P0&P1)]]2&tr[Qj (P0&P1)]2) fj .
Furthermore, replacing D with S results in bias smaller than the order
of the approximation and does not affect the accuracy of the estimates.
Therefore, we can obtain the approximate distribution of Qw using P0(S)
and P1(S) in place of P0 and P1 in the equations for the terms a, b, and
c. All that remains to be done is to set &1= p&m and choose d and &2 to
match the mean and variance of dF(&1 , &2) with those of Q*, using the
approximations
E[dF(&1 , &2)]=d(1+2&2)
and
Var[dF(&1 , &2)]=2d 2[1+(&1+6)&2]&1 .
We note that neither Welch’s nor Johansen’s approximations are
intended to replace large sample theory. They are improvements on
methods available for small-to-moderate sample sizes because the error is
reduced from o( f &12j ) to o( f
&1
j ).
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5. CONFIDENCE REGIONS FOR COMBINED
ROTATION ESTIMATES
5.1. Application of Johansen’s Approximations to the Composition of Two
Rotations
Now consider combining two independent rotation estimates A and B to
estimate C=BA when the relative concentration parameters }A and }B of
the data distributions are unequal. A confidence region for C is based on
the test statistic which is used to compare the fit under the constraint
A=BtC with the fit of the unconstrained estimates. Since }A does not
equal }B , }^12A and }^
12
B are employed as weights in assessing the fits.
Using a weighted sum of squared residuals from the two independent,
unconstrained estimates, we have
rw(A , B , ’^A , ’^B)= :
sA
i=1
:
j
}^A}ij (u tij ’^i)
2+ :
sA
i=1
:
k
}^A}~ ik(v tikA ’^ i)
2
+ :
sA+sB
i=1+sA
:
j
}^B}ij (utij ’^i)
2+ :
sA+sB
i=1+sA
:
k
}^B}~ ik(v tik B ’^i)
2.
For the constrained fit, the weighted sum of squared residuals has A
replaced by B tcC in the previous equation (the subscript c denotes the con-
strained estimate):
rw(B tcC, B c , ’^cA , ’^cB)
= :
sA
i=1
:
j
}^A}ij (u tij ’^ci)
2+ :
sA
i=1
:
k
}^A }~ ik(v tikB
t
cC ’^ci)
2
+ :
sA+sB
i=1+sA
:
j
}^B}ij (u tij ’^ci)
2+ :
sA+sB
i=1+sA
:
k
}^B}~ ik(v tikB c ’^ci)
2.
Suppose A is estimated from NA points and B is estimated from NB
points. As in the case of r(A , ’^) for the estimation of a single rotation, as
NA , NB , }A , and }B tend to infinity with NA }A  0 and NB }B  0,
rw(A , B , ’^A , ’^B) and rW (B tcC, B c , ’^cA , ’^cB) converge in probability to
error sums of squares of weighted linear regressions where now the weights
(}^A }ij)12, (}^A }~ ik)12, (}^B}ij)12, (}^B}~ ik)12 are estimates of the unknown,
correct weights. (Note that because of the factors }^A and }^B , rW has
order similar to }r as discussed in Section 2.) Denote the difference in
sums of squared residuals in the spherical model by Qs ; that is Qs=
rW (A , B , ’^A , ’^B)&rW (B tcC, B c , ’^cA , ’^cB).
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We want to use Johansen’s method to approximate the distribution of Qs
by dF(3, &), where d and & are calculated from data.
Let X be the N by m coefficient matrix of the unconstrained regression
equations
(}A }ij)12 x tij’i=(}A }ij)
12 : tij!i+=ij , 1isA , 1 jmi
(}A}~ ik)12 y tik A’i =(}A }~ ik)
12 :~ tikA!i +(}A }~ ik)
12 :~ tik AM(’ i)
t tA+=~ ik ,
1isA , 1 jni
(}B}ij)12 x tij’ i=(}B}ij)
12 : tij!i+=ij , sA+1isA+sB , (5.1.1)
1kmi
(}B}~ ik)12 y tikB’ i=(}B}~ ik)
12 :~ tikB!i+(}B }~ ik)
12 :~ tik BM(’i)
t tB+=~ ik ,
sA+1isA+sB , 1kmi
where !i is constrained to be in the orthogonal complement of ’i . Let XK
be the N by (m&3) coefficient matrix under the constraint tA=&AttB ,
where m=6+2sA+2sB . Let S &1=diag(}^A , }^A , ..., }^A , }^B , }^B , ..., }^B),
where }^A=(NA&2sA&3)r(A , ’^A) appears NA times (once for each data
point used to estimate A) and }^B=(NB&2sB&3)r(B , ’^B) appears NB
times. Let P0=X(XtS&1X )&1 XtS&1 and P1=XK(KtXtS &1XK)&1 KtXtS&1.
Let fA=NA&3&2sA and fB=NB&3&2sB and f =min( fA , fB).
Theorem 5.1.2. Suppose NA , NB , }A , and }B   so that }A }B
remains constant and NA }A  0 and NB}B  0. Then Qs=Q*+o(1 f ),
where Q* is defined by Johansen and
E(Q*)=3+2a+o(1 f )
Var(Q*)=6+14a+2c+o(1f ),
where a and c are defined by Eq. (4.3) and b#0.
Proof. Let Q$s be obtained from Qs by replacing the estimates }^A and
}^B with known relative concentration parameters }A and }B . Let SSE$F and
SSE$c be the error sum squares of the regression (5.1.1) under the full
model and the constrained model (tA=&AttB), respectively, and let SSEF
and SSEc be the same error sum squares with estimated weights. By
Corollary 3.10(c), Q$s&(SSE$F&SSE$c)=O(1}12) and }^A }A and }^B }B
are both o(1). Hence Qs&(SSEF&SSEc)=O(1}12).
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Johansen shows that Qw #SSEF&SSEc=Q*+o(1f ), where Q* has
the moments to order o(1 f ) given by Eqs. (4.1)(4.3). Thus Qs=Q*+O
(1}12)+o(1 f )=Q*+o(1 f ) when N}  0. That b#0 is proven in
Appendix B. K
In Johansen’s calculations of E(Q*) and V(Q*), it is necessary to use
the means and variances of fj _^2j _
2
j which in Johansen’s paper have /
2
distributions. For the present application to tectonic data, the corresponding
estimators (N&2s&3) }}^ converge in probability to /2 variables.
Convergence in probability does not imply convergence in mean. Consistent
with the methods of Welch and Johansen, we approximate the mean and
variance of (N&2s&3) }}^ by those of the corresponding /2 variable.
Our method extends in a straightforward way to compositions of three
or more rotations and a set of FORTRAN programs (available by
anonymous ftp from wald.stat.virginia.edu) has been developed to implement
the calculations.
The method also extends to triple-junction estimates. A triple junction of
tectonic plates occurs when each pair of three plates has a common bound-
ary. In Fig. 1, the Australian, Antarctic, and African plates form a triple
junction. The rotations describing the relative motion between the pairs are
algebraically dependent and when data is available from all three bound-
aries, the dependence relation can be used to estimate each rotation more
accurately than if it is estimated independently. In particular, if data
is sparse along one of the three ridges, the dependence relation improves
the estimate of the rotation over this ridge because it uses information
from data on all three branches. If the three rotation data sets have
independently estimated kappa’s which are much different, then our
estimation methods can be used to construct confidence regions for each
rotation. Our results have already been used to study the evolution of the
Azores triple junction between North America, Africa, and Europe
(Campan [3]).
The following example provides a comparison of an ‘‘assumed equal
kappa’s’’ confidence region with an ‘‘unequal kappa’s’’ confidence region.
Example. We wish to estimate the movement between the Indian and
Australian plates since the formation 10.4 million years ago of anomaly 5,
by combining the rotation of the Indian plate to the African plate across
the Carlsberg Ridge and the rotation of the African plate to the Australian
plate across the Central Indian Ridge. The motion between the Indian and
Australian plates was studied in Royer and Chang [14]. At that time, data
along the Central Indian Ridge was sparse and the rotation there was
estimated using the triple junction. Since then, additional anomaly 5 data
along the Central Indian Ridge has been painstakingly compiled and has
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been provided to us by Jean-Yves Royer of Laboratoire de Geodynamic
sous-marine, Villefranche, France. It consists of latitude, longitude, side
and section numbers, and standard deviations (which correspond to }&12ij )
of 176 points along 23 sections. The data gives estimated kappa of 1.14 on
127 degrees of freedom. Along the Carlsberg Ridge we have only 36 points
on six sections. For this rotation, estimated kappa is 7.3 on 21 degrees of
freedom. The estimate of the combined rotation India to Africa to Australia
is an angle of 2.27% about the pole with axis at &8.12% latitude and 74.51%
longitude.
For plotting purposes, a rotation confidence region can be expressed in
(axis latitude, axis longitude, angle of rotation) parameters. The bound-
aries of 950 confidence regions in the (axis latitude, axis longitude) plane
are plotted in Fig. 3 for three constructions: one assuming kappa’s are
equal, one using our new method to account for unequal kappa’s, and a
conservative approximation to the latter, which will be described in the
next section. The two-kappa confidence region is considerably smaller than
the equal-kappa region. The difference in size is not unexpected since the
same kind of behavior occurs in the two-sample t-test for the difference of
univariate means.
Fig. 3. Boundaries of 950 confidence regions for the relative motion of the Indian plate
to the Australian plate, combining the rotation of India to Africa (}^=7.3) with the rotation
of Africa to Australia (}^=1.14). The method that accounts for different kappa’s produces a
much smaller region than the one that assumes equal kappa’s.
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5.2. Constructing a Conservative Confidence Region from Summary
Statistics
Our confidence region construction for combined rotations requires
setting up design matrices estimated from the data used for the separate
rotation estimates. Sometimes summary statistics but not the original data
are available for estimated rotations. A conservative approximation to the
confidence region critical value can be calculated from summary statistics.
The motivation for our approach is the conservative inference procedure
for comparing the means of two normal populations with unknown,
unequal variances. Welch [18] gave a formula for the degrees of freedom
of the t-distribution which approximates the distribution of the test
statistic; he gave as a conservative approximation for this formula, the
minimum of degrees of freedom of the two sample variance estimates.
Mickey and Brown [13] gave an analytical proof for the conservative
nature of the minimum degrees of freedom recommended by Welch. We
use a method different from that of Mickey and Brown to find a small
upper bound on the critical value of the confidence region we have
constructed. To construct this conservative confidence region requires the
rotation estimates A i , the sample sizes ni for these estimates, the estimated
covariance matrices V (ti), and the degrees of freedom fi of the estimates.
If A0 is the composition Ak Ak&1 } } } A1 , then the asymptotic confidence
region that adjusts for unequal relative concentration parameters has the
form
CR=[A0=A k A k&1 } } } A 1 exp M(t) | ttV &1tdF1&:(2, &)], (5.2.1)
where V =(Ak&1Ak&2 } } } A1)t V (tk) Ak&1Ak&2 } } } A1+(Ak&2Ak&3 } } } A1)t
V (tk&1) Ak&2Ak&3 } } } A1+ } } } +V (t1).
The construction of a conservative approximation of this region uses bounds
on the values of d and & of dF(3, &), the bounds established in a series of lemmas
which are given in full detail in Appendix B. The proofs use relationships
between eigenvalues and traces of matrices. For the sake of brevity, the result
is stated here for confidence levels of 0.95 or higher; for lower confidence levels,
a modification is necessary, as noted in the appendix.
Theorem 5.2.2. Suppose that k rotations A1 , A2 , ..., Ak have been
independently estimated so that rotation Ai and its associated relative concentra-
tion parameter }i are estimated with degrees of freedom fi on a set of ni points.
Let
n= :
k
i=1
ni , r=n& :
k
i=1
fi , fmin=min[ fi] and fmax=max[ fi].
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Take
amin=min {\(r&3)
2
n
+6&r+<fmin , \(r&3)
2
n
+6&r+<fmax= .
If amin>&32, let K=(6+54fmin)(3+2amin)2 and take &=(12K+2)
(3K&2); otherwise let &=4. For :0.05, the critical value of a (1&:) 1000
asymptotic confidence region of the form (4.2) for AkAk&1 } } } A2A1 is no larger
than (3+6fmin)(1&2&) F1&:(3, &).
Example. To illustrate, return to our example for estimating the motion of
the Indian plate relative to the Australian plate. For the two-kappa’s con-
fidence region, dF0.95(3, &) was determined to have d=3.049 and &=42.34 so
that dF0.95(3, &)=8.61. We have n1=176, n2=36, f1=127, f2=21. Then
amin=&1.926 so for the conservative approximation we use &=4. The critical
value for a conservative 950 confidence region is 1.64F0.95(3, 4)=10.81. The
conservative, two-kappa confidence region is larger than the two-kappa con-
fidence region calculated using all the data, but much smaller than the region
constructed under the assumption of equal kappa’s. The boundary of this
region in the (axis latitude, axis longitude) plane is plotted in Fig. 3.
6. SIMULATION STUDY
We ran computer simulations to compare the coverage properties of a con-
fidence region that accounts for unequal relative concentration parameters
with one that does not, and to test performance of the confidence region con-
structions when error distributions are heavy-tailed. Two pairs of isochrons
were constructed in forms similar to the anomaly 5 boundaries along the
Southwest Indian Ridge and the Central Indian ridge. Each isochron consisted
of six sections, and along an isochron pair, the same number of points was
sampled from each section.
For one series of simulations, data points were generated by selecting a
point on the chord between section endpoints according to a uniform
distribution, normalizing the point to lie on the great circle segment, then
adding a measurement error component generated from a Fisher distribution
with specified concentration. Points were generated independently. For one
iteration, a data set was generated for each isochron pair, the two rotations
were estimated and three nominal 950 confidence regions for the combined
rotation were constructed, one assuming equal kappa’s, one by the new
method which accounts for unequal kappa’s, and the third using the conserv-
ative approximation to the second. For each combination of sample sizes
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and relative concentration parameters, 5000 iterations were run. Results are
presented in Table I.
Several observations can be made:
(1) The two-kappa region performs as well as the one-kappa region
when the true kappa’s are equal, whatever the sample sizes. Therefore, there
is no loss of precision if one assumes unnecessarily that kappa’s are unequal.
(2) The two-kappa, conservative approximate 950 confidence region
constructed from summary statistics captures the true combined rotation
with frequency of 0.97 or 0.98.
(3) The actual frequency with which the one-kappa confidence region
captures the true combined rotation strays away from 0.95 when kappa’s are
unequal. Like confidence intervals for the difference of means based on the
pooled-t, the discrepancy between true and nominal size becomes worse as
degrees of freedom differ more and as the ratio of kappa’s increases.
Coverage is too small when small kappa is associated with small degrees
of freedom and coverage is too large when small kappa is associated
TABLE I
Simulation Results: Empirical Size of Nominal 950 Confidence
Regions, Based on 5000 Iterations
Approx.
A degrees B degrees One-} Two-} Two-}
of freedom of freedom region region region
}A=1 21 69 0.96 0.95 0.97
}B=}A 21 45 0.95 0.95 0.97
21 21 0.95 0.94 0.97
45 21 0.95 0.95 0.98
69 21 0.95 0.95 0.98
}B=3}A 21 69 0.82 0.95 0.98
21 45 0.86 0.94 0.97
21 21 0.92 0.94 0.97
45 21 0.97 0.95 0.98
69 21 0.98 0.95 0.98
}B=9}A 21 69 0.66 0.94 0.97
21 45 0.78 0.95 0.97
21 21 0.91 0.94 0.97
45 21 0.97 0.95 0.98
69 21 0.98 0.95 0.99
Note. Errors have Fisher distribution. Parameters were set so that
}A=1 corresponds to a standard deviation of 10 km.
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with large degrees of freedom. In pleasant contrast, the coverage for the two-
kappa confidence region stays close to 0.95 for all the variations in kappa’s
and degrees of freedom.
Fisher distributions are circularity symmetric and for large kappa are
approximately bivariate normal. A more realistic distribution would be non-
circular but retaining some symmetry. Furthermore, sample data frequently
appears to come from distributions with heavier tails than the normal tails.
To simulate such distributions, sample points are generated as follows: a
point in the plane is randomly chosen with coordinates from independent
t-distributions. Coordinates are scaled by an eccentricity constant so that
level contours of the bivariate distribution are elliptic rather than circular.
The point is projected to the sphere and rotated so that the distribution is
centered about the true point : with the normal vector ’ as the major axis
of the level contours.
Table II summarizes results of simulations with eccentricity 3 and using
t-distributions with 3 degrees of freedom. They indicate that for data coming
from this heavy-tailed distribution, when kappa’s are equal, both the one-
kappa and the two-kappa 950 regions tend to be a little small, usually
capturing the true rotation 940 of the time. This remains true for the
TABLE II
Simulation Results: Empirical Size of Nominal 950 Confidence
Regions, based on 5000 Iterations
Approx.
A degrees B degrees One-} Two-} Two-}
of freedom of freedom region region region
}A=1 21 69 0.94 0.95 0.98
}B=}A 21 45 0.93 0.94 0.97
21 21 0.94 0.94 0.97
45 21 0.95 0.94 0.98
69 21 0.94 0.95 0.98
}B=3}A 21 69 0.83 0.94 0.97
21 45 0.87 0.94 0.97
21 21 0.92 0.94 0.97
45 21 0.97 0.95 0.98
69 21 0.97 0.95 0.98
}B=9}A 21 69 0.68 0.94 0.97
21 45 0.79 0.94 0.97
21 21 0.91 0.94 0.97
45 21 0.97 0.95 0.98
69 21 0.98 0.95 0.98
Note. Data was generated from heavy-tailed distributions.
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two-kappa region when the kappa’s are unequal, while the size of the one-
kappa region wanders far from 950 as degrees of freedom vary.
It has been suggested that an alternate method for constructing a confidence
region for combined rotations could use a finite-sample confidence region
like the ‘‘simulated sampling distribution’’ approach given in Seber and
Wild [15]. However, since this method would require writing separate
code for every new geometry it would not be very practical for combinations
of multiple rotations or for triple junction estimates. The simulation studies
described above indicate that the critical value produced with the finite-
sample approach would be very close to that yielded by our method.
7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Rotations of tectonic plates are estimated by minimizing a function
which is, for highly concentrated data, approximately the sum of squared
residuals of a linear regression. In order to combine estimates of rotations
based on data distributions with unequal relative concentration parameters,
we refine the linear approximation using double convergence of the spherical
regression. This convergence gives an expression for the size of the non-
linearity error in terms of both concentration parameter and sample size.
The application uses a weighted sum of squared residuals and an approxima-
tion to the distribution of the residual sum of squares of weighted linear
regression which is asymptotic in the degrees of freedom of the weight
estimates. Degrees-of-freedom and concentration-parameter asymptotics
work together under the assumption that concentration parameters are
large relative to degrees of freedom.
The resulting method requires independent estimates of the relative
concentration parameters. Projection matrices are calculated from the
coefficient matrices of the appropriate linear regression equations; from
these the mean and variance of the test statistic are estimated, and a scaled
F-distribution is fitted which then determines critical values for the
confidence region. All of the data from the separate rotation estimates are
needed to build the projection matrices. However, a conservative approx-
imation to the confidence region, based on bounds on the parameters of
the F-distribution, can be constructed using only summary statistics from
the separate estimates.
Results of simulation runs indicate that using the unequal-kappa’s
construction when the true kappa’s are actually equal will still yield
correct-size confidence regions. When kappa’s are unequal, the unequal-
kappa’s construction gives more accurate confidence regions, particularly
when degrees of freedom of the rotation estimates are very different.
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APPENDIX A: ASSUMPTIONS ON THE DATA
The following regularity assumptions are sufficient for the proofs of the
asymptotics:
(i) The number s of isochron sections remains fixed. As total
number N of data points goes to infinity, the ratio to N of the number of
data points on the i th section converges uniformly over i to a constant:
mi N  hi>0 and ni N  gi>0, 1is.
(ii) For i=1 to s, j=1 to mi and k=1 to ni , }ij and }~ ik are bounded
above and bounded below away from 0.
(iii) Uniformly over i, limN   (1mi) j }ij: ij: tij=7i and limN  
(1ni) k }~ ik:~ ik :~ tik=7 i . For each i, 7i and 7 i have rank 2; thus, zero is an
eigenvalue of multiplicity one for each 7i and 7 i .
(iv) There are at least two linearly independent normal vectors ’i .
APPENDIX B: BOUNDS ON THE CONFIDENCE REGION
CRITICAL VALUE
To simplify notation, we will carry out details for combining three rotations.
Generalizing to two rotations or to four or more rotations is
straightforward.
When rotation estimates with unequal relative concentration parameters
are combined, the critical value for a confidence region is a percentile of
dF(3, &), where
d=E(QS)(1&2&),
&=
12Var(QS)+2[E(QS)]2
3Var(QS)&2[E(QS)]2
,
E(QS)=3+2a+2b,
Var(QS)=6+14a+2b+2c,
and a, b, c are calculated from the projection matrices P0 and P1 according
to Eqs. (4.3).
We adopt the following notation: Suppose rotation Ai is estimated from
ni data points. The separate-fit design matrix X has the form
X11 : X12 0 0
_ 0 X21 : X22 0 & ,0 0 X31 : X32
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where [Xi1 : Xi2] is the design matrix for the linear regression equations
associated with estimation of rotation Ai , rank of [Xi1 : Xi2] is ri , Xi1 is ni
by 3, Xi2 is ni by (ri&3). Assume ni>ri and denote the degrees of freedom
of the i th estimate by fi=ni&ri .
Because X is block-diagonal, P0=X(X tS &1X )&1 XtS&1 is also block
diagonal; write P0 as
P01 0 0
_ 0 P02 0 & .0 0 P03
Since P0 is idempotent (i.e., P20=P0), so are P01 , P02 , and P03 . Partition
the projection matrix P1=(XK )(KtX tS&1XK )&1 KtX tS&1 similarly, so
that P1 is
P11 P12 P13
_P21 P22 P23& ,P31 P32 P33
where Pii is ni by ni . The rank of P1 is three less than the rank of P0
because the constraint A0=A3A2A1 reduces the number of regression
parameters by three, so that rank(XK )=rank(X )&3.
With the rotation Ai is associated the concentration parameter }i . The
weight matrix is S &1=}^1Q1+}^2Q2+}^3 Q3 . We assume that }^i is
obtained from the estimation of Ai and consequently both estimates have
the same degrees of freedom.
Note that in general, X(XtS &1X)&1 XtS &1 is not necessarily symmetric,
but P0S=X(XtS&1X )&1 Xt and P1 S=XK(KtX tS &1XK )&1 KtXt are sym-
metric. Symmetry of
1
}^1
P01 0 0
P0S=_ 0 1}^2 P02 0 &0 0 1}^3 P03
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implies symmetry of P0 . Symmetry of
1
}^1
P11
1
}^2
P12
1
}^3
P13
P1S=_ 1}^1 P21 1}^2 P22 1}^3 P23&1}^1 P31 1}^2 P32 1}^3 P33
implies symmetry of P11 , P22 , and P33 . Further, P21=(}^1}^2) Pt12 , P31=
(}^1 }^3) Pt13 , and P32=(}^2 }^3) P
t
23. Because P1 projects to a subspace of
the image of P0 , we have P0 P1=P1P0=P1 , which implies Pii P0i=Pii ,
i=1, 2, 3. Johansen’s b in the calculation of degrees of freedom is given by
b= :
3
i=1
tr[Qi (P0&P1) Qi (I&P0)] fi .
In our setting this simplifies to
b= :
3
i=1
tr[(P0i&Pii)(I&P0i)] fi=0.
This reduces & to
&=
12(6+14a+2c)+2(3+2a)2
3(6+14a+2c)&2(3+2a)2
. K
Lemma B.1. The eigenvalues of P11 , P22 , and P33 all lie in [0, 1].
Proof. Since P21=P1 , it follows that
P211+
}^1
}^2
P12 Pt12+
}^1
}^3
P13 Pt13 =P11 ,
}^1
}^2
Pt12P12+P
2
22+
}^2
}^3
P23 Pt23=P22
}^1
}^3
Pt13P13+
}^2
}^3
Pt23P23+P
2
33=P33 .
Suppose * is an eigenvalue of P11 with corresponding eigenvector x. We
have *2x=P211 x=(P11&(}^1}^2) P12P
t
12&(}^1 }^3) P13P
t
13) x=*x&((}^1 }^2)
P12 Pt12+(}^1 }^3) P13P
t
13) x. Then (*&*
2) x=((}^1 }^2) P12Pt12+(}^1 }^3)
P13 Pt13) x, and *&*
2 is an eigenvalue of the nonnegative definite matrix
(}^1 }^2) P12 Pt12+(}^1 }^3) P13 P
t
13 . Since *&*
20, we have 0*1.
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The proof for eigenvalues of P22 and P33 is similar. K
Johansen’s a in the calculation of the critical value is 31 tr[Qi (P0&P1)
Qi (I&P1)]fi . The following lemma establishes an upper bound for a.
Lemma B.2. Let fmin=min[ f1 , f2 , f3]. Then a3fmin .
Proof. We have a=31 tr[(P0i&Pii)(I&Pii)]fi=
3
1 tr[P0i&2Pii+
P2ii] fi . Since P0i is idempotent for i=1, 2, 3, tr(P0i)=rank(P0i)=ri . Now,
a=31 (ri&2 tr(Pii)+tr(P
2
ii)) fi .
The trace of a symmetric matrix is the sum of its eigenvalues. By
Lemma B.1, every eigenvalue * of Pii satisfies 0*2*1, so 0tr
(P2ii)tr(Pii) and a (ri&tr(Pii)) fi . Also,  tr(Pii)=tr(P1)=rank
(P1)=r1+r2+r3&3. Since the rank of a symmetric matrix is the number
of its nonzero eigenvalues, ritr(Pii) and a (ri&tr(Pii))fi(r1+r2+
r3&tr(P11+P22+P33))fmin=3 fmin . K
The next two lemmas will be used to find an upper bound on a+c.
Lemma B.3. For i=1, 2, 3, rank(Pii)=ri .
Proof. The combined-fit design matrix can be written as
X11 X12 0 0 0
XK=_ 0 0 X21 X22 0 & .&X31 A2A1 0 &X31 A2 0 X32
Re-partition XK as _
X1
X2
X3&, where Xi has ni rows and rank(Xi)=ri .
Now P1=XKT(XK)t S &1, where T=[K tXtS&1XK]&1. Then
X1 X1 TX t1 X1TX
t
2 X1TX
t
3
P1=_X2& T[X t1 X t2 X t3] S &1=_X2 TX t1 X2TX t2 X2TX t3& S&1.X3 X3 TX t1 X3TX t2 X3TX t3
Write
S1 0 0
S=_ 0 S2 0 & ,0 0 S3
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where Si is ni by ni . Then Pii=Xi TX ti S
&1
i and rank(Pii)=rank(Xi) for
i=1, 2, 3. K
Lemma B.4. Let S=[x=[x1x2 } } } xn] t # Rn | 0xiri , 1in,
 xi=r], where ri and r are constants and r< ri . For fixed fi>0, define
G(x)= :
n
i=1
(ri&xi)2fi .
Then G attains its maximum over S at a vertex of S.
Proof. Let v and w be distinct members of S and define L=[cv+
(1&c) w | 0c1]. We first observe that the maximum value of G on L
is attained at one of the endpoints, where c is 0 or 1:
G(cv+(1&c) w)=:
n
1
(ri&cvi&(1&c) wi)2fi .
dG
dc
=:
i
2
fi
(ri&cvi&(1&c) wi)(&vi+wi).
d 2G
dc2
=:
i
2
fi
(&vi+wi)2>0.
Therefore, the maximum of G over S must occur at a point which is an
endpoint of every convex combination L in which it lies; such a point is a
vertex of S. K
The next result provides an upper bound on a+c.
Lemma B.5. The terms a and c defined in Eqs. (4.3) satisfy a+c
9fmin .
Proof. As defined by Johansen, c= [[tr(Qi (P0&P1))]2&tr[Qi
(P0&P1) Qi (P0&P1)]]fi . In our application this simplifies as
c=:
i
1
fi
[(ri&tr Pii)2&tr(P0i&2Pii+P2ii)]=:
1
fi
(ri&tr Pii)2&a.
Then
a+c=:
i
1
fi
(ri&tr Pii)2.
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Let xi=tr Pi . Since P1 is idempotent, rank(P1)=tr P1=tr P11+tr P22+
tr P33 , so that
x1+x2+x3=r1+r2+r3&3. (7.1)
As already observed in the proof of Lemma B.2,
0xiri . (7.2)
Define G(x1 , x2 , x3)=31 (1f1)(ri&xi)
2. We want to maximize G subject
to constraints (7.1) and (7.2). By Lemma B.4, a maximum value of G can
only be attained at a vertex of the domain. In terms which generalize to
more than three rotations, constraints (7.1) and (7.2) require that ri&3
xiri and if one xi takes its minimum value of ri&3, then all the other xj
must take their maximum values, rj . Thus the boundary has vertices
(r1&3, r2), (r1 , r2&3), (r1 , r2) at which G takes the values 9 f1 , 9f2 , 9 f3 ,
respectively. Therefore, a+c9 fmin . K
To complete the estimation of the critical value, we will need the lower
bound on a supplied by the next lemma.
Lemma B.6. Let
amin= min
j=1, 2, 3
1
fj {
(r1+r2+r3&3)2
n1+n2+n3
+6&(r1+r2+r3)= .
Then amina.
Proof.
min
j=1, 2, 3
1
fj \r1+r2+r3&2 :i tr(Pii)+:i tr(P
2
ii)+
 :
3
i=1
(ri&2 tr(Pii)+tr(P2ii)) fi=a.
Using 3i=1 tr(Pii)=r1+r2+r3&3 reduces the left-hand side of this
inequality to
min
j=1, 2, 3
1
fj {6&(r1+r2+r3)+:
3
1
tr(P2ii)= . (7.3)
Let [*i]n1i=1 be the eigenvalues of P11 , [*i]
n1+n2
i=n1+1
be the eigenvalues of
P22 and [*i]n1+n2+n3i=n1+n2+1 be the eigenvalues of P33 . Set r=r1+r2+r3&3 and
set n=n1+n2+n3 . We will minimize 31 tr(P
2
ii)=
n
1 *
2
i subject to the
constraint n1 *i=r. Using Lagrange multiplier $, for 1in, 2*i=$. The
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constraint gives n$2=r, so $=2rn, [*i=rn] is a critical point and at
this point 7*2i =n(rn)
2=r2n.
Now we verify that 7*2i is minimal at the critical point. The function
f (*1 , *2 , ..., *n)=7*2i with the constraint 
n
1 *i=r is equivalent to
f (*1 , *2 , ..., *n&1)= :
n&1
1
*2i +\r& :
n&1
1
*i +
2
= :
n&1
1
*2i +r
2&2r :
n&1
1
*i+\ :
n&1
1
*i +
2
.
Observe that D2f (*1 , *2 , ..., *n&1) is positive definite, since
f
*k
=2*k&2r+2 :
n&1
i=1
*i
and
2f
*j *k
={4, if j=k,2, if j{k.
Substituting r2n for 7 tr(P2ii) in (7.3) completes the proof. K
Another approximate lower bound on a is available. To terms of order
1fi , 3+2a is the estimated mean of a quadratic form, so 3+2a+o(1fi)
is positive and a>&32+o(1fi). The quantity amin defined above can be
less than &32, particularly when degrees of freedom of the estimates are
very small or when sample sizes are quite different.
The bounds obtained above can be used to estimate the critical value for
the confidence region as follows:
The critical value has the form dF1&:(3, &)=(3+2a)(1&2&) F1&:(3, &).
From plots of the function (1&2&) F1&:(3, &), it is apparent that for
:0.05, (1&2&) F1&:(3, &) decreases with & for &4. An analytic proof of
this claim is difficult to produce since there is no closed form for the
percentiles of F(3, &).
A lower bound on & is needed. Let K=(6+14a+2c)(3+2a)2. Then
&=(12K+2)(3K&2). For K>23, & decreases as K increases, with
limK  +&=4. Thus a lower bound on & is obtained with an upper bound
on K, and in any case, &4. Now by Lemmas B.2 and B.5, 6+14a+2c=
6+12a+2(a+c)6+54 fmin . Then K(6+54 fmin)(3+2a)2. If amin>
&32, then K(6+54fmin)(3+2amin)2. This yields the estimate stated in
generality as Theorem 5.2.2.
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APPENDIX C: AN UPPER BOUND FOR A RATIO
OF MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS
The following lemma provides a rough upper bound for the ratio
I&+1(x)I&(x).
Lemma C.1. Let f (x)=I&+1(x)I&(x), x>0, &>0, where I&(x) is the
modified Bessel function of order &. Then f (x)x(2&+2).
Proof. Write
f (x)=
x&&I&+1(x)
x&&I&(x)
=
(ddx)(x&&I&(x))
x&&I&(x)
=
d
dx
log(x&&I&(x)).
(See Abramowitz and Stegun [1, Eq. (9.6.26)]). Now x&&I&(x)=
(ix)&& J&(ix), where J&(x) is a Bessel function of the first kind [1, Eq. (9.6.3)].
Using a product form of J&(x) gives
x&&I&(x)=(ix)&&
(ix2)&
1(&+1)
‘

m=1 \1&
(ix)2
z2m +=
1
2&1(&+1)
‘

m=1 \1+
x2
z2m+ ,
(8.1)
where [zm] are the zeroes of x&&J&(x) [1, Eq. (9.5.10)]. Then
f (x)= :

m=1
d
dx
log \1+ x
2
z2m+=:
2x
z2m+x
22x :
1
z2m
.
A technique for finding  (1z2m) depends on the relation
x&&I&(x)=
1
2&1(&+1) 0
F1(&+1; x24), (8.2)
where the generalized hypergeometric function 0F1(a; x)=j=0 (x
j(a) j j !)
and (a) j=a(a+1) } } } (a+ j&1). Comparing Eqs. (8.1) and (8.2) shows
that
0F1(&+1; t)= ‘

m=1 \1+
4t
z2m+ .
Then
log 0F1(&+1; t)= :

m=1
log \1+ 4tz2m+ .
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Differentiating with respect to t,
(1(&+1)) 0F1(&+2; t)
0F1(&+1; t)
= :

m=1
4
z2m+4t
.
Setting t=0,
1
&+1
= :

m=1
4
z2m
.
Then
f (x)2x :
1
z2m
=
x
2(&+1)
. K
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